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ABSTRACT 
We derive some new bounds for the distance between the roots of two polynomi- 
als in terms of their coefficients and for the distance between the eigenvalues of two 
matrices in terms of the norm of their difference. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f and g be two manic polynomials of degree n with complex 
coeffkients a 1, . . . , an and b,, . . . , b, respectively. Let (Ye,. . . ,a, and 
P ,, . . . , p, be their respective roots: 
n 
f(z)=z”+a,z”-‘+ ... +a,= ~(,z-_(Y~), 
i=l 
(1) 
g(z)=z”+b,z”-‘+ *.. +b,= fi(z-pi). 
i=l 
(2) 
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One of the basic problems of interest in perturbation theory and numerical 
analysis is to estimate the distance between the roots LYE and pi in terms of 
the coefficients ai and bi. Let 
(3) 
A celebrated result of Ostrowski [i2, p. 2761 states that the roots of f and g 
can be enumerated as ~yr,. . . , a, and PI,. . . , p, respectively in such a way 
that 
(4) 
This result was improved by Elsner [6], who showed that the factor 2n - 1 
occurring in the right hand side of (4) can be replaced by n - 1 when n is 
even and by n when n is odd. See also [l, p. 911. 
Our first result gives a significant improvement of the above by replacing 
the factor 2n - 1 in (4) by a constant smaller than 4 for all n. We have: 
THEOREM 1. ktf, g, and y be as defined in (11, (2), and (3) above. 
Then the roots off and g can be enumerated as al,. , a,, and PI, . . . , P, in. 
such a way that 
l/n 
maxJ(yi - piI < 4X2-l’” 
i 
,c, bk - bklf-k} (5) 
Next consider the space &?(C”) of linear operators on C”, identified as 
usual with the space M(n) of n X n complex matrices. A problem similar to 
the one stated above is that of estimating the distance between the eigenval- 
ues of two matrices in terms of that between the matrices themselves. 
Let ]I* )I be any norm on the vector space C”, and let ]I. ]I also denote the 
induced operator norm on SZJ(C”), i.e., for A E @(C”> define IlAll = 
suP,,,,,=w4I~ Of P l-t’ 1 a mu ar interest is the case of the usual Euclidean norm 
(].]]2 on C” and the operator norm ((.]I2 on @CC”). The latter is often 
referred to as the spectral norm in the numerical analysis literature. 
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Let A, B be any two n X n matrices with eigenvalues A,, . . . , A,, and 
cLI,...>PL, respectively. It is well known that these eigenvalues can be 
enumerated in such a way that 
yxlAj - PiI Q ~(n)(llAlle + IIBllz)l-l’nllA - BIIY”> (6) 
where c(n) is a constant growing with the dimension n. See [l, Chapter 51 
for a survey of such results and for reference to earlier work. The best result 
of this type was obtained by Elmer [7], who showed that (6) is true with 
c(n) = rr or n - 1 according to whether rr is odd or even. 
It has long been conjectured (see, e.g., [q]) that the constant c(n) 
occurring in (6) can be replaced by an absolute constant independent of n. 
This conjecture was recently proved by Dennis Phillips [13]. Our next two 
results are improvements of this result of Phillips. 
THEOREM 2. Let A und B be any two n X n matrices. Then their 
eigenvalues can be enumerated as A,, . , A,, and pl,. . , p, in such a way that 
maxIhi - piI < 4X2-““(]lA]]a + lIBll~)l-l’“IIA - Bilk’“. (7) 
THEOREM 3. Let A and B be any two n X n matrices. Let II* 11 be any 
operator norm on the space of matrices. Then the eigenvalues of A and B can 
be enumerated as A ,, . . . , A,, and p 1, . . . , p,, in such a way that 
maxlAi - piI < 4X2-‘/” X n1/“(2M)‘-““IIA - BII1’“, (8) 
1 
where M = max(llAll, ~~B~~). 
(We should warn the reader here that in the monograph [l] the symbol 
II.11 is consistently used for what has been called 1). 11s above.) 
In Section 2 we give proofs of these results. In Section 3 we discuss how 
sharp these estimates are and how they could possibly be improved. Section 
4 contains some related remarks. 
There are two crucial ingredients in our proofs. One is the use of a 
homotopy method which has been repeatedly employed (see [4-6, 121). The 
other is an ingenious use of Chebyshev polynomials made by Phillips in his 
recent paper [13]. Using th’ is, Phillips obtains the inequality (7) above with 
the constant 8 instead of 4 and a similar result for other operator norms. 
While our proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 are simpler and our results stronger 
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than the corresponding ones in [13], the essential ideas used in our proof are 
the same as used there by Phillips. 
2. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
A common ingredient in all the proofs will be the following: 
LEMMA 1. L.et IY be a continuous curve in the complex plane with end 
points a and b. Let A,, . . , A, be any given points in the plane. Then there 
exists a point h on r such that 
Proof. Let 
segment 
L denote the straight line through a and b, and let S be the 
(9) 
S=(z:z=a+t(b-a),O<t<l}. 
Given any point .z in the plane, we denote by .z’ its orthogonal projection 
onto L. Then )z - w] > ]z’- w’( for all z and w. For the given points Ai let 
their projections Ai be parametrized as Ai = a + t,(b - a> for some ti E R, 
i=1,2 ,...1 n. Let .z be any point on L given by z = a + t(b - a) for some 
t E R. Then 
By a classical result of Chebyshev, if p is any manic polynomial of degree 
n, then 
(11) 
See, e.g., [lo, p. 1941 or [I4, p. 311. So from (10) we can conclude that there 
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exists a point z on the line segment S such that 
(12) 
Since I is a continuous curve joining a and b, there exists a A on I such 
that h’=.z. Since (A-A,]>]z-Ail for all i=l,2,...,n, the inequality (9) 
follows from (12). n 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let t E [0, 11, and let A be a root of (l- t)f + tg. It 
is known that IAl < y, where y is defined by (3). See [12, p. 2771. Since 
(l- t)f(A)+ tg(A) = 0, we have 
= kgl(ak - b )Anpk Q 2 lak - bklylLpk. 
k=l 
(13) 
Let 
R={z:n isarootof(l-t)f+tg forsome t,O<t<l}. 
Let R’ be a connected component of the set KI in the complex plane. Then 
by a familiar homotopy argument [l, 121 R’ contains as many roots off as of 
g. So, if d is an upper bound for the diameter of R’, then the roots off and 
g lying in R’ can be enumerated as (Ye,. . . , a,,, and pi,. . . , j?,n, respectively, 
in such a way that maxr <i <pll ]oi - pi] Q d. 
Let a and b be any tkopoints in s/‘. By Lemma 1 we can find a point A 
in R’ such that 
So from (13) we get 
la - bl” < 22”-1 ,c,iak - bAy”-k7 
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Ia - bl< 4x2-l’” (14) 
Since a, b were any two points in fl’, and fi’ was any connected component 
of s1, the right hand side of (14) is an upper bound for the diameter of each 
connected component of R. So, by our remark above, we get the theorem. w 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let R’ be any connected component at the set R 
defined as 
R=(.z:z isaneigenvalueof(l-t)A+tB forsomet,O<t<l}. 
Then by the same argument as used in the proof of Theorem 1, R’ contains 
as many eigenvalues of A as of B. So we only need to show that if a and b 
are any two points in s1’, then ]a - bl is bounded by the right hand side 
of (7). 
Assume j]A]la < llBllz without any loss of generality. By Lemma 1, we can 
find a point A in R’ such that 
(15) 
Recall from [7] that if X and Y are two n X n matrices and if A is an 
eigenvalue of Y, then 
Idet(X - AZ) 1 G IIX - YI12(llXllz + IIYllz)“-l. 
Apply this to (15) with X = A and Y = (l- t)A + tB, where t is a point in 
[0, l] such that h is an eigenvalue of Y. This gives 
lb - .(” =s 22n-1 IIA - Blld IlAllz + IlBlld “-I. 
Taking nth roots, we see that lb - al is bounded by the right hand side 
of (7). n 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let KI, a’ be as in the proof of Theorem 2, and let 
h be as in (15) above. Let t be a point in [0, l] such that A is an eigenvalue of 
Y = (l- t)A + tZ3. 
If 11. ]I is any operator norm on g(C”), we have from [9] for any two 
operators S and T 
ldetS-detTI~nllS-Tll[mau(llSII,IITII)]”-l. (18) 
Let S = A - AZ, T = Y - AZ. Then note that 
detT =O, 
IIS - TII G IIA - BIL 
max(IISII~ llTll> Q 2m4 IIN 11~11) = 2~4. 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
The relations (15) to (19) together show that the right hand side of (8) is an 
upper bound for the diameter of a’. So the theorem follows as before. n 
3. SHARPNESS OF THE BOUNDS 
The bounds derived above can all be slightly improved by an argument 
mentioned in [13]. A modification of the usual proof of (11) shows that if p is 
a manic polynomial of degree rr vanishing at 0, then 
-2n 
max (p(t)1>21-2” c0sc 
o<t<1 ( 1 
(20) 
Now, in the proof of Theorem 1 we could choose the point a to be a root of 
the polynomial f. This, then, leads to an improvement of the inequality (5) 
by a factor cos2(z-/4n). 
By the same argument the inequalities (7) and (8) can also be improved 
by the factor above. 
We believe that a more substantial sharpening of (5) might be possible. 
However, we show now that the factor 4 occurring in this inequality cannot 
be replaced by anything smaller than 2. 
For polynomials f and g defined by (1) and (2) let 
u(f, g) = min max 1% - Pcr(i)l, D l<i<n (21) 
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where u varies over all permutations on n symbols. Let 
where y is defined as in (3). Let 
c(n) = sup df, s> 
@(f> 6) 
: f, g manic polynomials of degree n 
We have shown above that 
Let 
c(n) <4X2p1~“cosz~. 
c= supc(n). 
” 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
We will show that c > 2. So the bound (24) is off by a factor not larger than 2 
from the best possible bound for c(n). 
We remark that Ostrowski [12, p. 2801 showed that c(3) > 2”‘. The 
construction of our example below is inspired by Ostrowski’s example. 
We shall construct, for each positive integer n, manic polynomials f and 
g of degree n with the following properties: 
(i) f has 1 as a root with the multip!icity [(n + 1)/2], and its remaining 
roots lie in the disk {z : IzI < l]; 
(ii) g has 0 as a root with multiplicity [(n + 2)/2], and its remaining roots 
lie in the disk {z : Iz - 11 < l}; 
(iii) if f and g are expressed as in (1) and (2>, then uk = bk for 
k=1,2 ,..., n-l, 
a” +qI../"l( [t;;])-l, 
and b, = 0 [this is a consequence of (ii> above]. 
Here, as usual, [x] denotes the integer part of X, and (i) denotes the 
binomial coefficient. 
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Notice that the above conditions imply 
o(f,g) = 1, 
@(f,g) = r”n/z’] 
i I 
-l/n 
. 
(26) 
(27) 
Now, using Stirling’s formula for large factorials: 
m! z&&&.m”‘e-“‘, 
we get from (27) that O(f, g> app roaches i as n becomes large. So once we 
establish the existence of f and g satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) above, we shall 
also have shown that c > 2. 
Let s and k be positive integers. Using the binomial theorem 
(l-z)-s’= 5 (,“)(-$= E (s+;-l),y 
r=O r=O 
we see that the polynomial 
has a root of order k + 1 at 0. Hence 
(l-z)‘-; (s+:-1)Z’=l+l~+‘8,-,(;), (28) 
i- = 0 
where fi,_ 1 is a polynomial of degree s - 1. Multiply both sides by the 
constant $ak,s defined by 
and write the resulting equation as 
cz -l)sPk,,(z) = (Pk.s + zk+'%,,k+l(Z), 
(29) 
(30) 
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where pk,s is a manic polynomial of degree k given by 
(31) 
and 9, _ 1, k + 1 is a manic polynomial of degree s - 1. This polynomial can be 
explicitly found by making the substitution w = 1- z in (30). This leads to 
the identity 
Ys-l.k+*W =(-1)“-‘P,~-,,k+,(1-z), 
and so we can rewrite (30) as 
(Z-l)SPk,s(Z)=(Pk,s+(-l)S-lZk+‘p,-l,k+l(l-Z). (32) 
Put k = s - 1 in the above equation to get 
(z--l)sP~_~,B~~~=(P~_l,~+(-l~s-lz~Ps_,,,~l-z), (33) 
where 
Put k = s in (32) to get 
(z-l)sps,s(z)=(ps,s+(-l)s-lzs+~p~_~ 
where 
.si 
(34) 
.,(1-z), (35) 
(36) 
Now let rz be any odd integer tr = 2s - 1. Let f(z) = (z - l)“p,_,,,(z). Then 
f is a polynomial of degree n having 1 as a root with multiplicity s. The rest 
of its roots are the roots of p,_ I,s. If we write this polynomial as 
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then using (31), we find that the coefficients Sj in (37) satisfy 
sj < sj-l, j = 1,2 ,...,s-1. 
Hence, by the Enestrom-Kakeya theorem [12, p. 991 all roots of p,_ l,S have 
modulus smaller than 1. Thus the polynomial f has the required property (i). 
Let g(z) = (- 1)s-1zSp,9_l,S(l - z). The same reasoning shows that the 
polynomial g has the required property (ii). From (33) 
f - g = (Ps-1.87 (38) 
and property (iii) now follows from (34) and (38). 
If n is an even integer, n = 2s, then using (35) and (36) in place of (33) 
and (341, we obtain f and g satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) by the above 
construction. As remarked earlier, this shows that c > 2. 
4. SOME REMARKS 
REMARK 1. We could derive bounds for the distance between roots of 
the polynomials f and g by going over to their companion matrices and then 
appealing to Theorem 2 or 3. The latter seems more suited to such an 
application. Let 
cr = 
’ 0 1 0 . . . 0 \ 
0 0 1 . . . 0 
* . . * . . 9 * . . * . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 . . . 0 1 
\ -a, -a,_, ... -a2 -a, 
(39) 
be the companion matrix of the polynomial f given by (11, and let C, be 
defined analogously for g. The roots of f and g are the eigenvalues of Cf 
and C, respectively. Let IC,l d enote the matrix obtained from Cf by taking 
the absolute values of each of its entries. Let ~~ = p(lCfl), where p denotes 
the spectral radius of a matrix. Then I_L~ is also the unique positive root of the 
polynomial equation 
z” - la,lz”-’ - . . . - janI = 0. (46) 
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The polynomial in (40) is called the comparison polynomial for f. Let 
P = max P~,P~). ( (411 
Define a norm 11. llcrj on the space of n X n matrices by setting 
IIAll~N~ = ma Igi~n kp4Pk-i~ (42) 
where uik are the entries of the matrix A. Let 11. 1l1, be the operator norm on 
M(n) associated with the I,, vector norm on C”. Then in particular 
If X is the diagonal matrix with entries 1, p, . . . , p"-' down its diagonal, then 
one can see that 
I141cp, = IIX- lAXIIma (431 
and hence it indeed defines a norm. In fact, it is an operator norm corre- 
sponding to the vector norm 
Ilxllt,) = max I~~j,-~+‘l= lIX-‘xllm 
l<ign 
defined on n-vectors r = (x 1, . . . , x,). From the definition of p given by (41) 
one can check that 
IFfll(p, = PCL, IIql(p) = /J-. (44) 
Now apply Theorem 3 for A = Cf, B = C,, and the norm II+(((fir Using 
(44), we get 
maxlai - piI < 4X2-'~"n1~"(2p)'-"" 
i i 
kglluk - lklP”)l’” 
= 4 x 2’ -Vnn’/n kc1 bk - bkbn-k}l'" 
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NOW if y is defined by (3), then p < y, as remarked earlier. So we have 
maxlai - piI Q 4X21-2’“n”” 
1 i 
,& - hklv”k}l’“. (45) 
This estimate is surely weaker than (5). The reason we have derived it above 
is that if some argument were found to improve the matrix estimate (8), then 
we would get a corresponding improvement of (45) which could possibly be 
better than (5). 
REMARK 2. In [4] and [5] bounds for the distance between the eigenval- 
ues of matrices A and B were derived by using their characteristic polyno- 
mials. If f and g given by (1) and (2) are the characteristic polynomials of A 
and B respectively, then it was shown in [4] that 
lak -b,, < k( ;)hl",,A - B,, (46) 
for k = 1,2,. ., n, where M = max(]]Al], ]]B11) and ]].I] denotes the spectral 
norm ]I* ]12. This inequality, however, remains valid for several other operator 
norms. Let ]].]I be any operator norm such that ]]PAP]] < ]]A]] whenever P is 
a projection operator in C” corresponding to a subspace spanned by some of 
the coordinate axes. Then using (16) and the fact that the coefficients uk and 
b, are the sums of the 
i) 
L principal k X k minors of A and B respectively, 
we see that (46) holds or all such norms. This is true, in particular, if the 
underlying vector norm is an absolute norm. All 1, norms, 1~ p <m, are 
examples of such norms. Combining (46) with Theorem 1, we obtain the 
estimate (8) of Theorem 3 for all such norms. 
REMARK 3. Motivated by some problems in combinatorics, some authors 
(see, e.g., [ll]) have studied the polynomial 
per(zI - A) = Z” + u~z”-’ + u~.z~-~ + . . . + a:, (47) 
where per A denotes the permanent of A. It is known that 
IperA -per B] < nM,“-‘IIA - BI(,, p = 1,&m, (48) 
where ]]A]/,, denotes the operator norm induced by the vector norm ]Ix]]~ 
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and where M, = max(llAllp, 1lBl1,). For p = 2 this was shown in [3], and for 
p = l,m in [8]. 
It is also known [ll] that the roots of (47) lie in the union of the 
GerSgorin disks of A. It follows that these roots are bounded by p(lAI), the 
spectral radius of the matrix I Al obtained by taking the absolute value of each 
entry of A Hence these roots are bounded by IIAlli, llAll_, and II/Al 112, 
though not necessarily by IIAlla. F 11 o owing the proof of Theorem 3 with 
“det” replaced by “per” and using (48) instead of (16) we can show that the 
roots Ai, of (47) and the roots CL: of per(zI - B) can be arranged so that we 
have for i = 1,2,. . . , n 
IA’ -&I < 4x2-‘/“n1/“(2M~)‘-““IIA - Bilk’“, (49) 
for p = 1,2,m. Here M’ = M, = max(llAII,,IIBII,) when p = 1 or ~4, and 
MS = mdll I4 IL II PI Id. 
REMARK 4. Since this paper was submitted for publication, the inequal- 
ity (48) has been proved for all values of p, 1 Q p <CQ (R. Bhatia and 
L. Elsner, On the variation of permanents, Linear and Multilinear Algebra, to 
appear). 
L. Elsner would like to thank the Indian Statistical Institute, Delhi Centre, 
fm a visiting appointment during which this work was done. 
Note added in prooj. The Chebyshev polynomial argument used in our 
Lemma 1 and by Phillips [13] h as b een used earlier in a similar context by 
Schiinhage. See A. Schonhage, Quasi-GCD computations, J. Complexity 
1:118-137 (1985). 
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